
Pouf-stone, made from 100% Merino wool.  
 

Description  
 

Poufs-stones – these poufs are made from natural Merino wool, dyed with environmentally friendly dyes, without 

the addition  

of chemicals and heavy metals.  

If you want to create a cozy corner at your home, the felt poufs-stones are a good option,  

they will serve as an exquisite decoration of your interior, and they look great in the company of each other. We, 

as producers  

of the felt poufs, pay special attention to the quality of the used materials: wool, thread, internal part, which meet 

the highest  

customer requirements.  

 

Maintenance recommendations for the care of the felt Poufs. 

 

You need to follow some simple rules so that the product would last a long time and does not lose its appearance.  

 

Cleaning.  
Wool has a unique ability to self-clean. So, with a small contamination, the product should be cleaned dry (it would 

be enough to  

clean the contaminated spot with a nap brush) and aired because wool, just like a human hair, absorbs odors. 

If the surface of the pouf  

is heavily spoiled, you can manually wash it with warm water (40°) using detergents to clean wool. Thoroughly 

wash off the cleaner from  

the surface of the pouf and leave it out to dry in a ventilated and dry place. Individual spots can be moistened with 

warm water to  

clean the fabrics, wait for the dirt to dissolve and than wipe it with a dry cloth.  

 

The removal of pellets.  
The surface of any things made of natural wool, with time starting to pill. If pellets appear on the pouf, remove 

them with a special  

machine for removing pilling from woolen clothes, which are usually used to restore the surface of the wool 

sweaters, etc.  

After the  

cleaning procedure or pellets removal, pouf can be handled through cotton fabric with a steam iron. That will give 

the  

product the initial fresh look.  

 

Storage 

Like all woolen items, felt needs to be protected from moth! Felt products and wool shouldn't be stored in dark 

closed spaces, like  

closets, and in dressing rooms along with clothes.  

 

What to do if poof stone soaked in water:  

Pouf-stone may become wet, for example if it is on the street, as a result of a rainfall. Pouf should be dried in a 

ventilated, dry room  

or outdoors. Pouf-stone may be exposed to repeated moisture, with a required condition for further drying. 


